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Executive Summary 

Anticipate, monitor, and adjust (IF necessary). That’s what we –have to– live by. This week, the market forced us to 

adjust our preferred count as SPX2209 was exceeded, causing the possible minute iii wave of minor 1 to be the 

shortest wave and that’s not allowed. Thus no pullback to SPX2150. Micro-counting a 3rd wave advance is very 

difficult due to the many, many, smaller waves as dips are relentlessly bought.  

We’ve therefore come up with 2 new counts, with some minor differences. Both are simple in melt up mode 

targeting around SPX2260 before the next more meaningful (>20p) correction occurs. While market breadth is 

confirming the up move, our long term targets for minor 3, intermediate iii, major 3 and major 5 therefore remain 

the same: SPX2300, SPX2400, SPX2500 and SPX2600.  

Please find below links two recently posted articles: 

https://investingintelligent.com/2016/11/24/the-road-to-successful-low-stress-trading/ 

https://investingintelligent.com/2016/11/25/are-extremely-overbought-conditions-good-or-bad/  

 

  

https://investingintelligent.com/2016/11/24/the-road-to-successful-low-stress-trading/
https://investingintelligent.com/2016/11/25/are-extremely-overbought-conditions-good-or-bad/
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Elliot Wave Update 

Minor 2 never came as SPX2209 was exceeded. Our preferred counts are shown in Figure 1: Minor 1 and 2 at SPX2182 

and 2152; respectively. Minute iii is now underway and how exactly it is subdividing can be counted several ways. 

Both minute i and ii at SPX 2204, 2195 or at SPX2190, 2180; respectively. We prefer the former as it targets, based 

on standard Fib-extensions, ~SPX2300 for minor 3, whereas the latter targets SPX2255. We find the latter target too 

short for minor 3, while the former also fits with the standard minor 3 Fib-extension targets (SPX2285-2315). Minute 

iii should target around SPX2255-2265.  

Figure 1. SPX hourly charts. Preferred counts: All of minor 1 at SPX2182. Minute iii of minor 3 underway.  

 

 

 

 

Most preferred count. 

2nd most preferred count. 
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Figure 2 below shows detailed price targets based on minor (green) and minute (white) Standard Fib-extensions. 

Please note that (white) minute iii could also (and only) reach SPX2245: iii=i, but in that case minute iv will not drop 

below SPX2225, while minor 3 can then not exceed SPX2285. We currently see that as less likely. 

Figure 2: SPX hourly charts: Preferred wave count targets in detail.  
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Market update 

The slight negative divergence on the daily RSI5 of the S&P500 from last week mounted to nothing more but a one 

day pullback. Now that’s bullish. Currently, there is no negative divergence anywhere and all TIs are pointing up, 

wanting to see higher prices. We’ve penciled in the average minute iii, iv and v targets as a road map. Price has 

broken out over the lower black trend line and now targets the upper red trend line, which is in line with our price 

targets. Note that the overbought conditions –as per the RSI5– don’t mean a pullback is necessary. Our analyses of 

the RUT (see executive summary for link) shows how extreme the daily RSI5 can get and how history shows it’s 

actually a good thing and simple a sign of a very strong and healthy uptrend.  

Figure 3. SPX daily chart. Preferred count shown. Price targets based on standard Fib-extensions. All TIs UP! 
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The weekly SPX chart shows price has broken above and closed above the upper green trend line. That’s a significant 

development. All TIs are pointing up, wanting to see higher prices in the weeks ahead. Note that also here the weekly 

RSI5 just got overbought, but if we look back over the past 3+ years we see it can get much more overbought (See 

for example fall 2013, spring 2014 and summer 2016) and that the uptrend can thus continue much longer. This is 

in line with our preferred count. 

Figure 4. SPX weekly chart: long term break out. All TIs pointing back up. 
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Horizontal support was tested twice this week at the prior ATH: SPX2195. It held and the market took off. Our next 

turn date is December 2 on the SPX (and December 1 on the DOW), which are around the next Bradley turn dates of 

November 26, 28 and 29 as all turn dates are +/- 3 trading days. Instead of minor 2, we can maybe expect minute iv 

to start then? If the market is really strong it simple can ignore these dates and give us nothing more but a few days 

of consolidation before marching higher.  

Figure 5. Support at SPX2195 (prior ATH) was tested twice and held. Next possible turn date early December. 
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Market breadth 

The negative divergence on the McLellan Oscillator for S&P500 (SPX-MO) is now gone and market breadth continues 

to increase, supporting the up move in price. On the NA-MO (McLellan Oscillator for the NASDAQ, not shown), it has 

already reached >60, which means the rally will continue longer term. The SPX-MO is almost there (>80). These levels 

further strengthen our case for much higher prices going forward. The SPX-MO’s summation index (SPX-SI) has just 

entered overbought conditions, and based on prior advances (see blue arrows) these conditions will likely continue 

to exist for the coming weeks; which is also in line with our case for much higher prices going forward. 

Figure 6. SPX-MO at sustainable-rally levels. No more negative divergence. SPX-SI can run much higher. 
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Miscellaneous 

Our long-term Simple Moving Averages only chart (LT-SMA, for trend followers and investing), which simplifies 

understanding the market’s LT-trends as it takes out all the daily noises, continues to be 100% bullish: the long term 

trend remains up, in line with our count and overall view of the market and where it will head to over the next 

several months. 

The short term (ST-SMA, for traders to swing traders) picture continues to improve as expected and is now 60% 

bullish. We expect it to be 80% bullish by the end of next week. 

Hence, these charts continue to foretell long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.  

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 60% Bullish.    

 

 

 

 

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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